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Another phase of the collection survey has come to an end. Hopefully,
I \'Till have the opportunity to survey more collections in the future. I
never tire of travel in this state. Its varied landscapes are matched by
its equally variable archeological remains. Those who observe will seldow
be bored in such a place. HailY thanks to those who do observe, and have
shared those observations with the Institute.
Sincere thanks is due Larry Wilbanks for his donation of artifacts to
the research collections of the Institute.
The administrative and technical sunnort staff of the Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology, University of South Carolina, deserve much
credit for the success of the survey. Their willingness to share their
time and skills have made the survey more productive than it otheri·rise
might ha.ve been: Dorothy Alford, Administrative Assistant; Pat Busbee,
Secretary; Gordon Brmm, photographer; Darby Erd, staff artist; Kenneth
Pinson, editorial assistant; Mary Joyce Burns and Azalee Swindle, typists;
Christopher Craft, equipment manager; Kevin Nichols, archeological assis-
tant; Laura NcGuire, curator. Ny sincere thanks to all.
The archeologists of the Institute shared their various archeological
expertise and good advice: Alan Albright,Richard Brooks, Albert C. Good-
year, Glen Hanson, Mike Hartley, James L. Michie, Curtiss Peterson, Stanley
South, and Ralph Wilbanks. My sincere gratitude. Also appreciated is the
moral support and encouragement provided by Dr. Robert L. Stephenson,
Director of the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology.
Partial funding for this project 'ITaS provided by a National Historic
Preservation Act grant throug"h the South Carolina Department of Archives
end Bi.s tory. Cl:.arles Lee, Christir~ Fnn t, Langdon Edmunds, Nancy Brac¥:,





The third phase of the collection surveJ ~·;a3 done in much the same
manner as the first t'.{O, vii th objectives being basically the SB.ce: (1) to
determine what clazses of artifacts have been removed from prehistoric
sites, document these data, and record the associated sites; (2) to set u~
a file containing information on what has been collected, where this
material was collected, who presently holds the collection and the avail-
abili ty of these collec tions for future research; (3) to form a better
relationship between the professional and the amateur archeologists of our
state, encouraging cooperation in the preservation of our remaining arche-
ological sites, demonstrating the value of properly recording artifacts and
providing opportunities in archeology through the Archeological Society of
South Carolina. One additional objective was proposed for this third phase
of the survey: a questionnaire would be sent to museums around the country
to determine if collections of prehistoric Indian artifacts of South Caro-
lina origin were held in their facilities, and, if so, the availability of
these for research.
The coastal counties of South Carolina north of Beaufort had produced
little in the way of prehistoric Indian artifact collections during pre-
vious surveys. A more intensive effort 11as mac.e during this third survey
to locate collections in these counties. To,-;ard this goal, one 'Ifeekend lias
spent in I1yrtle Beach at a "Fossil and Seashell Sho".;." This show \-;as spon-
sored by the Myrtle Beach Fossil Club and attended primarily by collectors
of fossils and shells. I was told by the organizers of the event that
occasionally these collectors brought in Indian artifacts hoping to have
them identified. This did not produce the results I had hoped for but it
was not a total waste of time. One local collection of several hundred
artifacts was brought in and several other people brought in a handful of
artifacts. As little as this "I';as it was more than I had previously bee~
~ble to find in Harry County.
One ot11E:r collection of T;";odest size "1J.9.~~ 2.'::ce.. tcd in !lorry Cou.nt~/; t:·.;o
---n Ch.:lrleston 2.r~d a nUr;'lbt~l-? of sIHell colleGtio~~3 were loc.s.tea. iT: CoI1eto!"~
!:p:3:tcal-J.y r:.at:hinG h.93 ch~ngecl:
produced tile least, rerlairled. t.hat ~·ic~;I. On ~:le positive side, tha f2~:;
collections analyzed in these counties were all collected locally, and of
good integrity. They 1'lere therefore a welco:n.ed addition to the sparce
information previously acquired.
Sixty-five collections l.;ere recorded during this latest survey. A
number of these were truly outstanding collections that deserved much more
time than was available to properly analyze them. The recording of prehis-
toric sites associated with these recorded collections has had a high
priority throughout the survey, and justifiably so, because these archeo-
logical reservoirs are becoming depleted or completely destroyed at an
accelerating rate, at a far greater rate than is suspected. South Carolina
is undergoing a period of unparalleled growth 'and its prehistoric sites are
diminishing accordingly. When a rare undisturbed site is discovered, its
archeological value is accentuated, along with a need for its protection,
.."
especially ~.;hen compared to a ;:''';'.-:: th:;;."'.: tas been collected or its integrity
otherwise des troyed. Se-,:er&l S"';'':::-. relatively UYl..::':"sturbecl sites .rere
recorded during the course o~ the s~~¥eJ•. Four of these, each of National
Register potential, will be ~isc~sssd individually in this report.
The two previous collec:ic:-. s\.;.:!:,';,;;ys, particula:::'ly the first, .rere
exploring a ne,q and hopefu2.1:: uss:~~l archeological data source. 1-.s is true
of most first attempts, it has a :8a:'~ing process. Consequently, reports
from the first and second ?hase of :te survey dealt primarily with efforts
to locate collectors, and reccri gSf-9ral observations about their collec~
tions and collecting activities.
The follmqing report is :"r: te:'::'9:' :0 be an o'rervie~" of these casic data
compiled by the collecticn s'C.::'"";sy fro::l its beginning in October 1979
through the third phase, ."...hen :::'e fieldw'ork ~-ras cor::pleted May 5, 1984.
Data ,-rere classified into cclle::::io~.3 and sites, each one recorded by
county. To attempt to sho~ al~ =a:a recorded in an i~dividual collection
is beyond the scope of this re;-:::rt. HOi-reVert the various forrr:s used to
record these different sets of ~a:a that ~ake up the individual collectors'
files are illustrated and exp::'eic.es.. S:-r19 inforflatio:l is then classified
according to its research potential a:l~ indexed into a ~aster file .
2
Sites rS~)~~2~ (1983-1984)



















































SITES RECORDED BY COUNTIES
COUNTY CURRENT SURVEY PREVIOUS SURVEY(S) TOTAL
ABBEVILLE 0 2 2
AIKEN 3 8 11
ALLENDALE 11 5 16
ANDERSON 2 0 2
BAr1BERG 0 7 7
BARNTdELL 6 7 13
BEAUFORT 11 12
BERKELEY 0 0 0
CALHOUN 2 3
CHARLESTON 0
CHEROKEE 0 0 0
CHESTER 0 5 5
CHESTERFIELD 8 52 60
CLARENDON 0
COLLETON 11 0 11
D-"t.\.RLINGf~Olr 2 0 2
DILLO[~ 1i 2 13
DORCHESTER 2 17 19
EDGEFIELD 0 2 2
FAIRFIELD 5 2 7
FLORENCE 0 0 0
GEORGBTOiiN 0
GREENVILLE 4 24 28




(Cant.)SITES RECORDED BY COUNTIES
COUNTY CURRENT SURVEY PREVIOUS SURVEY(S) TOTAL
HA1'1PTON 0 36 36
HORRY 2
JASPER 0 8 8
KERSHATtl 30 39 69
LANCASTER 30 60 90
LAURENS 0 26 26
LEE 2 3
LEXINGTON 12 13
r-IARION 14 0 14
liIARLBORO 0 8 8
14:cCOmUCK 3 8 11
~ NEiiBERRY 0 2 2
OCONEE 2 3
ORANGEBURG 0 8 8
PICKENS 0
RICHLAND 0 4 4
.s:\ I)~jI~_ti , / .- 4
SPARTANBURG 0 6 6
SUNTER 3 10 13
UNION 7 4 11
WILLIA11SBURG 0
YORK 0 2 2
TOTAL 167 ·401 562
'"
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COLLECTIONS RECORDED BY COUNTIES
COUNTY CURRENT SURVEY PREVIOUS SURVEY(S) TOTAL
ABBEVILLE 0 4 4
AIKEN 0 9 9
ALLENDALE 4 5
ANDERSON 2 8 10
BAMBERG 0 2 2
BARNI'iELL 2 3
BEAUFORT 0 12 12
BERKELEY 5 0 5
CALHOUN 2
CHARLESTON 2 2 4
. CHEROKEE 0 2 2
CHESTER 3 4
CHESTERFIELD 4 7 11
CLARENDON 2 2 4
COLLETON 5 3 8
D!,RLlfiGTJI-T ..., 5 7c:.
DILIJON 2 )
DORCHESTER 3 6 9
EDGEFIELD 0 3 3
FAIRFIELD 2 3
FLORENCE 0 3 3
GEORGETOWN 0 7 7






An effort is made to obtain as complete information of a collector's
artifacts and collecting activities as possible and to store these data in
a manner that will make them readily availa':Jle and understandable for
future research. To facilitate this, various forms are used to record
different data. The forms used today are the same as those used for the
first collection survey in 1979. There has been one addition. A ~No-page
collector data form was added at the beginning of the third phase of tee
survey. An example of each form is shoTNn in the following pages.
(I) COLLECTOR DATA FORM: This form is used to obtain a brief history of the
collecting habits of the individual collector, e.g. years collecting, areas
collected, the integrity of the collection, etc. These forms also contain
a brief record of the type of artifacts, raw material, and cultural periods
represented in the collection.
(2) BIFACE DATA: All bifacially worked stone artifacts are recorded on this
form. The form separates the artifacts by types and raw materials from
which they were made.
(3) PREHISTORIC CERAl'UC-SURFACE TREATl'IENT: This form records ceramic sur-
face treatment and temper of individual sherds or vessels. No count is
made of sherds because very few are collected. Usually only a few of the
better decorated sherds are picked up by collectors as opposed to lithics
where practically everything is collected. Numbers represented in a col-
lection would be meaningless.
(4) mIIFACE DATA: Unifac:i.al tools are recorded on this form. Like the bi-
face data form, it records recognized types of tools and the raw materials
from which they were made.
(5) rnSCELLAHEOUS IHPLENENTS: I·iiscellaneous stor:e and ceramic artifacts are
recorded on this form. Eest of these artifacts ",:::-e not numerous in c,:;.11ec-
tions and a count can be obtained. Exceptions a~e ham~erstoneo 2nd nutting
3to_~e8. Often t~1.eS8 are simpl;t piled arou.'Cd tress or in flO T;ft3r beds, and a
~~Oll~~ is unobtain~ble; in ~llic~ case they are n~~sd as bein~ in tbe collec-
(6) BONE TOOLS: This form is used least because there are so few bone arti-
facts in South Carolina. "Then found, they are recorded on this form and
photographed as well.
(7) L.ANCEOLATE PROJECTILE POINT DATA SHEET: Points lrnmm or assumed to be
paleo are recorded on this form. Paleo points, although bifaces, are re-
corded individually. These artifacts are quite rare, making up only a small
percentage of the artifact total. In an effort to maximize the research
potential from such a small artifact sample, various attributes such as
length, width, fluting, and grinding of edges a~e measured and recorded on
individual forms. During the first and second phases of the collection
survey, I recorded 103 of these artifacts. During the third phase, 56 were
recorded, bringing the total of paleo points recorded in the survey to 159·
8
·.
Using data contained in these various forms, researchers can easily
arrive at percentages, rations, or distribution of artifact types and raw
materials found anJ~here in South Carolina.
All artifacts are recorded by site whenever this information is avail-
able. If a collector does not separate his artifacts by site, then they
are plotted as closely as possible to their provenience by county, area,
etc.
Photographic records of each collection are desirable and usually are
obtainable, 'Hhen time and conditions permit, but it is seldom possible or
desirable to photograph 100% of a collection, thus a representative photo
sampling is preferred. If there are rare or unusual artifacts every effort
is made to obtain a photographic record of these. A proof sheet of all
photographs and their negatives are on file at the Institute.
All information, records, etc. pertaining to a collector are placed in
a file, along with any other available information such as newspaper arti-
cles or other records of his collecting activities. Each file is placed in
a county file, based on where the collector resides, because he may collect
in a number of counties or even several states. Each collector is then
given an accession number. This accession number is placed in an index
that gives a brief insight into each collection. At a glance a collection
can be determined if it is local, regional or interstate; the approximate
size; whether associated sites are recorded 'Hith the collection; the degree




TrAME JOHN & JAN DOE
ADDRESS 000 RIVER DR., AIKEN, S.C. 29345
TELEPHONE 678-9876
YEARS COLLECTED 4 STILL ACTIVE, YES X NO _
COLLECTION LOCAL X REGIONAL STAT~iIDE------ ------
OTHER, EXPLAIN _
ARE SITES ASSOCIATED WITH COLLECTION RECORDED, YES __X NO _
IF NOT, 'my _" -------------_-------
IF YES, SITE NUMBERS ARE 38AK123, 38fu~124, 38~~125
ARTIFACTS KEPT SEPARATED BY SITE, YES X NO -
KEEPS RECORDS OF COLLECTING ACTIVIT~ES, YES NO ~X~ _
COLLECTS ALL TYPES OF ARTIFACTS FROM SITE, YES X NO _
DOES NOT COLLECT, UNIFACIAL TOOLS FLAKE TOOLS --------
CERAMICS BONE BROKElJ ARTIFACTS ----------
EIS~ORIC PERIOD ARTIFACTS ---- O~'}lER ---------
bone awl and bone atlatl hook,
FROM THE AREA? YES NO X EXPLAIN----- ------ -----------
HEHBER OF ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIETY, YES X NO _
CULT. Pl~RIODS REPRESENTED, BY %, PALEO 6% EARLY ARCHAIC 20.9%
MID-ARCHAIC 16.3% LATE ARCEAIC" ~1~9_.8_% _




LITHIC RAW i1ATERIALS, BY %
QUARTZ ...;2:..::6:..:..~7:::..% _ PIEDNONT SILICATE -----------










RIDGE AND VALLEY CHERT __~.6~%~__
FELSIC TUFF ------------'--- UNIDENTIFIED CHERT ---------
CRYSTAL TUFF ------'------ UNIDENTIFIED METAVOLCANIC _
BASALT ---'----------"---- OTHER -----------~---'-----
PERCENTAGES OF ARTIFACT TYPES AND LITHIC MATERIAL ARRIVED AT BY:
ACTUAL COUNT OF ENTIRE COLLECTION X SA~~LE ESTI~~TE
-=-- ---- ------
-,.. CERAMIC TYPES REPRESENTED IN COLLECTION:
INCISED _XFIBER TE~W. PLAIN ---==-------
FIBER TEMP. PUNCT. ------- PLAIN __----=X~_ ____'_ _'__ _




LINEAR CHECK STAV~ -------
APPLIQUE _
CHECK STAfJIP ~X'___ _ SIMPLE STAMP ~X~ _
OTHER _
BAKED CLAY OBJECTS --------- BONE ARTIFACTS X ~
INTEGRITY OF COLLECTION Excellent
----------'-----~-------
" AVAILABLE FOR RESEARCH, YES X NO __~_---------
FUTURE OF COLLECTION U_n_d_e_t_e_rrn_·l_·n_e_d _
11
..
INSTITUTE OF ARCHEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLECTIONS SURVEY
BIFACE DATA
79-35
State: SOUTH CAROLINA County: AIKEN Site No.: 38A.1(123
O~'me r and Address: _J"'-O::..;;H=N:......::;;&_J::.,:M.=N=E:....=DO.::.;E=...l'--...::.O.:::..OO::..-::R.:.,:I:..;.V..::;EP-:.:.,,-=R=lD:..:•..2,..-=A:=..::I::.::K::=:E~~r.l.,' ~S~C:':•..2..'_2::.c9~3~4.::::.5_-:-- _
__________________________ Telephone No. 678-9876
Chert** Quar~- Ortho- r. r-1etamorohi c* I
Point Type F CP R.V. Quartz zite Quartzite ~R RY P.R. Tuff ~'1i c:;c !I
I
Cl ov is 1 1 i
SU"'/annee J
Simpson ,
Dalton .3 2 I'
Hard'.IJay 5i de-notch I
Tavlor 7 7 I "
Pa lmer 12 8 4
Kirk Corner-notch 9 9 I I
Kirk Stem 5 4 1
Kirk Serrated I I
Bifurcated I
Stanly
r-lorro....1 ~lount . I 4 l~
iilorro~'1 r""lount. II tLo 6 4 I
Guil ford tI.4 14 I
"Nanna
Savannah River ~3 14 6 31 I
Gary 6 3 31
Ottarre 5 5 i ;
Adena -+-l 1IBadin ;
Swannanoa I i




P2iltac;onal l-- I , " !,





7 7 I I
Smal' Triangle [1 8 !J. 1 !
BRIER CREEK 2 2 !
TIP1=' "A" 4 !J. I 1




'T'(}'T'AT"~ h7'1 101 1 46 2 9 12 1..
~Chert abbreviations: F. ~ Fossiliferous; CP = Coastal Plain and R.V. = Ridge &Valley.
~* I. Metamorphic abbreviations: AR =Argillite; RU = Rhyolite; and P.R. = Porphyritic Rhyolite
.Recorded by: T_o_mrn_y::..-C_h_a_r_1e_s Date: Jan. 16~ 1984
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79-36
INSTITUTE OF ARCHEOLOGY AND ANTHROPLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH CAROLItlA COLLECTImlS SURVEY
PREHISTORIC CERAMICS -- SURFACE TREATMENT
State: SOUTII CAl~OLINA County: AI~ Site No.: 38~~123
Owner and Address: JOHN & JAllE DOE, 000 RIVER RD.
AIKE~T, SC., 29345 Telephone Ho.: 678-9876
OthF"b S d G·~ Sh 11 Sh d L" tType 1 er an rll- e er lmes one er









Fabric impressed· X X





Burnished X TE:i"1PERL~SS II
Applique I I I










Tommy CharlesRecorded by: ------------------ Date: Jan. l6~ 1984
79-37
INSTITUTE OF ARCHEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OS SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLECTIONS SURVEY
UNIFACE DATA
State: SOUTH CAROLINA County: AIKEN Site No.: 3SAK123
Owner and Address JOHN & Jfu~E DOE, 000 RIVER RD.
___-----"A~I~K;>.!,E~N~•....:S"_'C='_'.:..o,~2~93=<.;;4~5'_ Telephone No.: ..=6.:-78=--....."9,-=,S-,-7-,,,-6 _
HiscS.s.Oq.Qz.Ch,No.TOOLS .
Edqefield Scrapers 2 2
i





Utilized Flakes 7 6 1 I

















Recorded by: __T_o_mm_y_C_h_a_r_1e_s ---:- --:-__ Date: Jan. 16, 1984
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79-38
INSTITUTE OF ARCHEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLECTIONS SURVEY
mSCELLANEOUS u.1PLEt1ENTS
State: SOUTH CAROLINA County: AIKEN Site No.: 38AK123
Owner and Address: JOHN & ~\NE DOE, 000 RIVER RD.
AIKEN, SC.? 29345 Telephone No.: 678-9876
Nutting Stones 2 Plumets
Grinding Stones 1 Pipes
Hammer Stones Steatite Disc FRAGHENTS
Discoidal Stones Steatite Bowls
Celts 1 Atl atl Heights x




Ceral'!i c Abraders Drill-perforators
Bolas Heights Gornots FRAGNENTS.'
T Ch r1 S Jan. 16~ 1984Recorded by: __o_'lIllI1_y__a__e Date: _
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INSTITUTE OF ARCHEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLECTIONS SURVEY
BmlE TOOLS
State: SOUTH CAROLINA County:' AIKEN Site No.: 33A..':Z123
Owner and Address: JOHN & JA~NE DOE, 000 RIVER r-D.























INSTITUTE OF ~~CH~OLOGY A2ID Al~THROPOLOGY
'UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
L-~lCEOLATE PROJECTILE POI~Tr DATA SHEET
Owner Name JOHN & JA..'ffi DOE Type N'a::le ~LOVIS Specinan. No. 123
---~--,--------- --'-------- ------,---
Location or Site of Find 38AK123, FOIr:m APPROX:DL<\TLY 100 FEET Negative No.------
\f.EST OF SPRING HEAD IN MIDDLE OF FIELD.
NETRIC ATTRIBlJl'ES (rom) x NON-}ffiTRIC ATTRIBUTES
Maximum Length 63 Raw Material COASTAL PLAIN CHERT
Estimated Complete Length'--------- Munsell Color YELLOW-TAN'-------'---------
YES, HEAVYMaximum Width 29 Patination ----------'----.....------
Basal Hidth 27 Edge Shape PA..l{..-\LLEL SIDES, EXCURVATE BLEDE
YES}~XimL~ Thickness 8 Edge Retouch
~----------------
















Fluting T~chnique SINGLE FLUTE, BOTH SIDES
lBnufacturing Technique PERCUSSION, PP~SSURE
. RETOUCH.
Re~orking RESF~~2E~mD
\IELL X:\DE, GGOD QUALITY CHERT,R;:>"":>rks
-----_..:.------''-----~_-::.....--
1d\TE?~L fu~D BASAL GRINDING LIG3T BUT DISTI~CT.
Sketch:
'.






The integrity of collections is highly variable, and to a large
degree, the research value of a collection is directly proportional to this
integrity, but this is not always true. A collection of one dozen bifaces
from a recorded site could in no way be as useful in studying use/vTear
patterns, resharpening methods, raw material variability or other research
strategies where volume of artifacts would be more important than the exact
location of the collection of those artifacts. But all things being equal,
the more that is known about the provenience of artifact collections, the
greater the research value. As the number of collections on record grows,
so does the time for investigating and determining which collections con-
tain the best information about a collection's provenience, which has the
greatest volume of artifacts, etc., most useful for a particular study.
To alleviate this matter somewhat, a collector classification, or
index, has been set up. Each collection has been given an accession num-
ber. These numbers are entered on a classification or index list. This
list reveals the following information: the origin of a collection, i.e.,
local, regional, interstate; the estimated number of artifacts in a collec-
tion; the associated sites recorded with a collection; the collector's
class, i.e. the degree of integrity; the county where the collector
resides. Collections have been classified by assigning the letters "A"
through "K" to them to Sh01{ their integrity, based on the followed factors:
(A) This collection may be of- local, regional or interstate origin,
but all artifacts are separated according to site. The site must
be recorded. The collector is completely trustworthy.
(B) This is a local collection, with sites recorded, with some arti-
facts separated by site, but not completely.
'I1his is a regional collection., T/lit!: sites reco:::ded.
facts are separated by site,but not completely-
SOIrl8 arti-
(~J) This is an interst~lte co]lsctioy:, ~·rith site r0cQrds, ,-,itr:. SQ~9
.'.-..~
V_-. ",-
(This partial separation of artifacts by site indicated above is a result
of the collector becoming aware of the importance of keeping better records
of their collecting activities. Often they are unable to separate those
artifacts collected at an earlier date.)
(E) This is a local collection, ,dth sites recorded, no separation of
artifacts.
(F) Tlfis is a regional collection, with sites recorded, with no sepa-
ration of artifacts.






(Collectors E, F, and G know where these artifacts were found and have
cooperated in the recording of sites, but have never separated their arti-
facts according to sites.)
(H) This is a local collection, with no records.
(I) This is a regional collection, with no records.
(J) This is an interstate collection, with no records.
(Collectors have kept no records at all. They know roughly where artifacts
were found, what river or creek, area of county, state, etc., but no spe-
cific sites are known and none recorded, with no separation of artifacts at
all).
(K) This class of collection is practically worthless for research.
There are no records; much of the collection is bought or traded
and usually contains many reproductions. Worst of all, the col-






Inter- Count Sites lector
Collector Local Reg. State Estimated Rec. Class County
1 X 1 ,000+ No I AB
2 X 500+ Yes E AB
3 X 400+ Yes E AB
4 X 3,000+ No I AB
5 X 1,000+ No I AK
6 X 5,000+ Yes F AK
7 X 2,000+ Yes A AK
8 X 1 ,500+ No I AK
9 X 2,500+ Yes E AK
10 X 2,000+ No J AK
11 X 5,000+ No J AK
12 X 700+ No H AK
13 X 500+ No H AK
14 X 8,000+ No K AL
15 X 1,000+ No H AL
16 X 400+ Yes A AL
17 X 1 ,000+ No H AL
18 X 10,000+ Yes B AL
19 X 3,000+ No H AN
20 X 5,000+ No H AN
21 X 3,000+ No I AN
22 X 2,000+ Yes A AN
23 X 1 ,000+ Yes B AN
24 X 1 ,000+ No H AN
25 X 100 No F AN
26 v 500+ IT K An.!\. 1'10
27 v 400+ Yes B AI;.!\.
28 X X 200+ Yes .~ BII
29 X 2-,000+ Yes E B:'~
30 X '12,080+ Yes G BE
, 31 X 300-i- i:o 11
..,....-:-,
]"):.."\
32 X 1 ,000+ Yes B BR
33 X 300+ No K BU
34 X 100+ Yes A BU
35 X 50+ Yes A BU
36 X 25+ Yes A BU
37 X 2,500+ No J BU
38 X 500+ Yes D BU
39 X 25+ No H BU
40 X 300+ Yes C BU
41 X 1 ,000+ Yes C BU
42 X 1 ,000+ No J BU
43 X 100+ Yes B BU
44 X 100+ No H BU





Inter- Count Sites lector
Collector Local Reg. State Estimated Rec. Class County
46 X 100+ No H BK
47 X 200+ No H & K BK
48 X 50+ No
l-i BK..
49 X 1 ,000+ No H CL
50 X 100+ Yes A CL
51 X 1 ,000+ Yes A CH
52 X 300+ No H CH
53 X 100+ Yes A CH
54 X 2,000+ No H CH
55 X 500+ No H CK
56 X 5,000+ No H CK
57 X 30,000+ No H CS
58 X 10,000+ No J CS
59 X 1 ,000+ No H CS
60 v 10,000+ Yes A CSA
61 X 300+ Yes A CT
-. 62 X 400+ No H CT
63 X 300+ Yes A CT
64 X 300+ No I CT
. 65 X 1 ,500+ Yes E CT
66 X 40,000+ Yes E CT
67 X 1 ,000+ Yes "' CT.w
68 X 2,000+ Yes E CT
69 X 1 ,000+ No H CT
70 X 1,000+ No H CT
~, , v 1 ,500+ Yes 'Q Ci
( I A
"-'
72 X 500+ Yes
,~ C2..,:.....
73 X 200+ Yes
~ ... en
r; ., x X 200+ Yes
, CE
:Lt












78 X 1,000+ No J
CN
79 X 800+ Yes
E CN
80 X 300+ No F CN
81 X 200+ No H CN
82 X 200+ No H CN
83 X 200+ No H
CN
84 X 2,000+ No H DA
85 X 5,000+ No H
DA
86 X 4,000+ No H DA-
87 X 600+ No H DA
88 X 600~ No H DA
89 X 10,000+ Yes F DA






Inter- Count Sites lector
Collector Local Reg. State Estimated Rec. Class County
91 X 100+ Yes A DN
92 X 2,500+ Yes E DN
93 X 200+ Yes A DN
94 X 3,000+ No I DR
95 X 300+ Yes A DR
96 X 50+ No H DR
97 X 200+ No H DR
98 X 50+ Yes A DR
99 X 200+ Yes A DR
100 X Undet. No H DR
101 X 500+ Yes E DR
102 X 50+ Yes A DR
103 X 600+ No H ED
104 X 1 ,500+ No H ED
105 X 6,000+ No H ED
106 X 6,000+ No J FA
107 X 500+ No H FA
108 X 2,500+ No H FA
109 X 12,000+ No I FL
110 X 1 ,100+ No H FL
111 X 1,500+ No I FL
112 X 5,000+ No J GE
113 X 25+ Yes A GE
114 X 1 ,000+ No H GE
115 X 1,500+ No I GE
1• r X 1 ,000+ Yes A G:2'0
117 X 2,000+ 128 A GR




I i 9 ~( 700+ .-.. ,.... T GRJ.,' .•:
12,) :\ 5,:")00+ Yes .4.
rID
~:.~
; 21 .t:\. 100,000'" Yes
,
Grlh
122 X 200+ No H GR
123 X 3,000+ No J GR
124 X 1 ,000+ Yes E GR
125 X Undet. No K GR
126 X 50+ Yes A GR
127 X 1,000+ Yes A GR
128 X 3,000+ No I GR
129 X 200+ Yes A GR
130 X 3,000+ Yes A GR
131 X 1,500+ No I GR
132 X 3,000+ No I GN
133 X 12,000"" Yes C GN
134 X 500+ Yes E HA
135 X 6,000+ No H HA
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- (Cont.). COLLECTOR CLASSIFICATION
Asso-
Artifact ciated Col-
Inter- Count Sites lector
Collector Local Reg. State Estimated Rec. Class County
136 X 500+ Yes A
HA
137 X 600+ Yes A F.A
138 X 1 ,000+ Yes E
HA
139 X 400+ No I
HR
140 X 500+ No H
HR
141 X 125+ Yes A HR
142 X 50+ Yes A
HR
143 X Undet. No K
HR
144 X 50+ No H
HR
145 X 4,000+ No I
JA
146 X 1 ,000+ No H
JA
147 X 2,000+ .Yes A
KE
148 X 700+ Yes F
KE
149 X 40,000+ No H
KE
150 X 400+ No H
KE
151 X 1 ,000+ Yes A
KE
152 X 2,500+ Yes E
KE
153 X X 1 ,000+ No I
LA
154 X 600+ Yes
A LA
155 X 20,000+ Yes A
LA
156 X 500+ No H
LA
157 X 15,000+ No
I LU
158 X 400+ Yes
H LU
159 X 100+ Yes A
LE
160 X 50+ No H
LE
161 X 1C)+ Yes A
LE
162 X 200+ Yes A
LE
163 X 11 ,00:]+ Yes A
L'Z
164 X
1 nr.·~-,- lro J LX! , ...... '-...- .... '
165 X ~:+ Yes
p. LT




167 X 400+ No I
LX
168 X 3,000+ Yes E
!'1A
169 X 500+ Yes A
MA
170 X 1 ,000+ No H
r1A
171 X 10,000+ Yes F
MA
172 X 500+ Yes
A MA
173 X 2,500+ Yes
E f'1A
174 X 5,000+ No
H NL
175 X 1 ,000+ Yes
A ML
176 X 100+ No
H f~L
177 X 3,000+ No H
f~L
178 X 300+ Yes A
ML
179 X 500+ No H
NL






Inter- Count Sites lector
Collector Local Reg. State Estimated Rec. Class County
181 X 3,000+ Yes B NC
182 X 2,500+ No H rilC
183 X 8,000+ Yes B HC
184 X 3,000+ Yes B r·lC
185 X 6,000+ Yes A NE
186 X 4,000+ Yes B NE
187 X 2,000+ Yes G NE
188 X 3,000+ No J NE
189 X 5,000+ No J NE
190 X 2,000+ Yes J NE
191 X 2,000+ No H OC
192 X 600+ No H OC
193 X 100+ No H OC
194 X 1 ,000+ No H OC
195 X 100+ Ho H OC
196 X 2,000+ Yes A OC
197 X 300+ Yes A OC
198 X 5,000+ No H OR
199 X 200+ No H OR
200 X 50+ No H OR
201 X 1,500+ No H OR
202 X 600+ No H OR
203 X 1 ,000+ No H OR
204 X 100+ No H PN
205 X 1,000+ No H PN
206 X 300+ No
T' P~Jn
207 X 150+ 110 H PiJ
208 X 1 ,000+ Yes D RD




210 X 300+ ~,io H
'01'.
.... 1.2...;
'211 X 7C::+ Yes A S:i
212 X 1 ,500+ No H SA
213 X 50+ Yes A SA
214 X 2,000+ No H SA
215 X 200+ No H SA
216 X 500+ No H SP
217 X 500+ Yes A SP
218 X 200+ No H SP
219 X 200+ Yes A SU
220 X 300+ Yes A SU
221 X 200+ No H SU
222 X 600+ Yes A SU
223 X 1 ,000+ Yes A SU
224 X 1 ,500+ Yes F UN





Inter- Count Sites lector
Collector Local Reg. State Estimated Rec. Class County
226 X 2,000+ Yes A UN
227 X 2,500+ No I UH..
228 X 300+ No H un
229 x 600+ No H vlG
230 X 500+ No H 1m
231 x 1 ,000+ No H W"G
232 X 1 ,000+ Yes A W"G
233 X 200+ No H
v[G
234 X 200+ No H 11G
235 X 1 ,500+ No H
v[G
236 X 200+ Yes A
W"G
237 X 50{)+ No J 1'iG
238 X 3,000+ No I
YK
239 X 1 ,000+ No H lK
240 X 700+ No I YK
241 X 2,000+ Yes A YK
242 X 500+ Yes A YK
243 X 5,000+ No J YK
244 X 2,000+ No J
YK
. 245 X 10,000+ No I YK
246 X 1,200+ No J
YK
247 X 300+ Yes B AN
248 X 100+ Yes A
BK
249 X 200+ Yes A
LX
250 X 600+ No H
OR
251 X 2CC+ Yes A
Georgie.
252
v 12,0-:;C+ No J GeoT'tjic.
"
253 A- i 0,00;}+ No
.J GeoI'sia
254




2'55 X 2 ,O·=.~ + "
, !',L. c...:.83 i:'~
-"
.:... 2=~'''' :no J 1-:. C •
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PREHISTORIC SITES OF POTENTIAL NATIONAL REGISTER IJIERIT
Finding prehistoric sites to record is not difficult. Finding sites
tha t have any meaningful degree of preservation is an entirely different
matter. Of the 167 sites recorded during the third phase of the collection
survey, a great majority have been either cultivated, eroded or collected
for many decades. Nany sites have deteriorated far beyond the point of
lending themselves to meaningful archeological excavations. Aftersuch
destruction, the only remaining archeological value is the possible study
of site settlement patterns and artifact analysis from private collections
throughout the state. This is basically a form of salvage archeology, and
much needed. But in order to interpret more accurately these diminishing
data, relatively undisturbed sites are needed for comparison. In situ
artifacts, chronologically separated, must be found to act as "keys" tOnard
understanding these stratigraphically compressed sites and interpreting the
artifact collections removed from them. The more accurately this can be
done the more meaningful even these eroded and artifactually depleted sites
will become.
Depth alone is not necessarily criterion for site intee;rity or for
determining if a site will yield useful data. HOTNever, proper separation
of artifacts according to their cultural sequence is. Depth is desirable
for a site's protection and for better separation of the cultural se-
quences. Sites with great depth are extremely difficult to locate in South
Carolina and possibly occur only in floodplains of rivers and large creeks.
Prehistoric people occupied these areas and here soil has been deposited by
periodic floods, thus forming a few sites with cultural separation of arti-
facts. E'.ren these offer no guarante.ed rewards from excavation because the
upheaval of large trees, burrOWing animals, forest fires that burn roots
deep into the ground, and other forms of bioturbation have continuously
displaced artifacts until many of these sites have become almost as cul-
turally ho~ogeneous and difficult to evaluate as rrost of the shallow sites
th~-:.t !121"!.,Te be:~rI. de.maged from recent use3 of the land. A r81ativel~y u::dis-
ttlrbed s~18.11(Jw si te can SOl;;':3tir.:es be .as re-Ila-rding as sites with ciepth,
~articularly if a site has only a single cultural component. A prime exaz-
::-;19 of thi.s t3rpS of site '{Quld be t~~ s1:ell rr:'j~er:s clloiig tile coast a~d
. ':<.-',1'" fr80r~ 1'ic:. te{" ?,"i\rer:;." T118 sheIl 111iddens of tIle c08.s~al ~'i"a -cers a:"e co::-
inland fresh ;'1ater rivers are made up of predominantly fresh 1iater mussel
shell. Both are simply refuse dumps, and as such, a treasure house of
information. These middens are almost invariably the result of short-term
occupa tion by a culturally singular group of people. Il1:os t of them are
associated with the Late Archaic or Early l'ioodland cultures. The high
alkalini ty caused by the masses of shell has preserved excellently bone
debris, artifacts, and skeletal material. The singular occupations and
excellent preservation afforded by the shell has allowed archeologists to
understand these cultures perhaps better than any other in South Carolina.
Not all shell middens are associated with Late Archaic/Early Woodland peo-
ples. Rarely a shell midden is found inland on the fresh water rivers that
is associated with the Late 'ioodland peoples.· In addition to being rare,
most of them have been looted of artifacts by collectors who have excavated
them in hopes of finding beautiful bone pins or other artifacts often found
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associated Hi th them. .!'1any others have been destroyed by cultivation.
Consequently, archeologists have had much less opportunity tJ work ~fith
these Late \'ioodland fresh water middens. If some of these can be preserved
until such a time when archeologists can ·pr·Jperly excavate them they ''fill
have much to tell us. Three such fresh water n~ddens have been located an~
recorded during the survey. Each appears to represent a single cultural
component. Each has excellent faunal preservation. Two of these are
located in the Piedmont, which makes them extremely rare, and one in the
upper Pee Dee region. L~other site of equal rarity is a rock shelter that
has been recorded in Greenville County. 'l'his is located at approximately
the 3,000 foot elevation and could well be undisturbed except for bioturba-
tion.
Each of the four sites is exceptional. Each should be afforded maxi-
mum protection as possible. Two are in less danger of being destroyed than
the others. Every effort should be made to determine the eligibility of
each one for placement on the National Register, however.
These four sites 'rill be discussed individually on the following
pages.
38DA66
Site 38DA66 is located in Darlington County, South Carolina. It lies
along the i'lest bank of an old river bend that has been cut off from the
main flow of the Pee Dee River near the town of Society Hill. It appears
to be a very Late 1;ioodland period midden consisting of a single cultural
component. The research possibilities of this site are considerably
enhanced by a considerable aIilount of fresh,..,ater mussel shell associated
thraughout the midden. The alkaline condition created by these shells has
been at least partially responsible for the excellent preservation of a
1:1-:'[8 quenti ty of bone, both human and other animal, contained in t:le
C~~-'~tc~~"c. Trl~r(.; Js a.lso E:. sT:1all 8JrJ.vunt of Quar!.O{r, cr sal t\lJa-c0r clam shell,
i-:: t['~"2 I~idd~·:r.·," ~fj~:'7 tllis QU2.hag is 0:12 :prehistoric site so fe.r rei-;1oved
fr::r;;-. the QC~)8.n r-2f112.iY:.8 t·:} be deterMined.. ?:Jssicl~f they ,·jere brDl~gh.t i~l fJ?:
";- :--~>.: 1:~-~~·nlJ :~"ac tu re -J: ":)2~-=-~d3: nruflber-;)us beeds he..Y2 been fou.nd 2. G this 82. te au. t
-,
(;:).cd imprensed possibl:l irldicCiting all a8s-:Jcia ti:;rr 1·~i t~n, or infl1..~_enr;8 fI··)~,
m~re northern cultures. This is' the first site I have seen in South
Carolina with this particular ceramic type (cord impressed) in direct
association with what appears to be such a late prehistoric site. Heavy
cord marked ceramics are generally considered to be associated with sites
that are somewhat earlier than this one appears to be.
The research potential of this site should easily qualify it as a
candidate for the National Register. The excellent preservation of faunal,
and in all probability, floral remains offer a unique opportunity to obtain
radiocarbon 14 dates for this cultural period in the Pee Dee region of
South Carolina, thereby removing this associated artifact assemblage from
the present position of speculation. The 'study of cultigens, dietary
habits, possible agricultural practices, and the possible study of skeletal
remains of these prehistoric people, are all areas of much needed research.
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Fe,.; sites meet the criteria for any of these areas of research, but this
site appears to meet all of them.
A small portion of the site has been plo'..ed (approximately one-half
acre). The artifacts exposed by this plo~dng are extremely numerous and.
variable. A random surface collection 'was made from this part of the site.
In one hour, 101 small triangular points 'flere collected, one bone ai'll,
several pipe fragments, a shell bead, a ceramic disk, numerous burnt corn-
cob fragments and a number of bone samples and ceramic shards. The site
had been collected by the property owners prior to this. The~T had col-
lected numerous shell beads and other artifacts (Fig. 1). Artifacts are





Figure 1. Artifacts from site 38DA66.
(A) Top to bottom: (1) seashell, from the Oliva Genus; (2)
unidentified bone, sharpened into an awl; (3) deer
bone, felangej (4) human femur fragment; (5) deer
bone, lower mandible;
(1) seashell, Quahog (clam); (2 & 3) freshwater
mussel, shell;
(1) cord impressed prehistoric ceramic; (2) small
triangular points and perforators;
(1) cord impressed prehistoric 'ceramic; (2) shell





The exact boundaries of the si ta have nat been "I,rell defined. An
estimated one and a half acres are located in a cleared field; perhaps more
extend into the adjacent forest that lies.to the narth and west. Unfortu-
na tely, the plowing that exposed this site als0 makes it vulnerable ta
callectoI's. Although it is on private property, there is a public road
that passes very close to it, making the site quite visible and accessible
to those S0 inclined to loot it. The olmer has agreed not to plow any more
of this site and ~ill do what he can to protect it until such time as plans
can be farmulated for limited testing.
38UN213
Site 38UN213 is located on the south bank af the Tyger River in Union
County, South Carolina, within the boundaries of the Sumter National
Forest. The site is relatively flat and low-lying, but well drained. The
entire site, estimated at 10 to 12 acres, is covered with mature forest of
predominantly hardwaods.and a few very large pines. The site was brought
to my attention by Walt Garner of Union, South Carolina. He brought a bag
of ceramics and bor.e for me to examine that r-e had callected from the site.
He fishes in the area and saw these artifacts lying around in areas that
someone had dug up either searching for arti£acts or digging worms for fish
bait. A subsequent visit to the site was most re;varding. A walk over the
site revealed very little damage to the site as a result of digging for
artifacts or "I'Torms. All disturbed areas "I-Tere inspected, each area pro-
ducing lithic and ceramic artifacts. Four 8-inch auger tests \'I'ere made on
various parts of the site. Three of these sha~ed soil depths only 10 ta 12
inches deep. The fourth auger test located very dense midden with a depth
of at least 28 inches deep at the paint of the auger test. The soils are
very dark and "greasy" in the midden, and b:me, ceramic and lithic arti-
fac~s are associated with it. At a depth of 19 to 20 inches 8. layer oi'
Eussel shell wns found. No ather auger tests were taken so as ~Jt ta dLs-
turb the midden aYl:/ further. The extent of the: rr:idden ,,,as not deter:;:irl~cl.
F~2gard18ss, it is a rare jcc~_rre:nce in the Piedrn-::>nt ar indeed a).:'jt';fnere i'~~l
S·~\i.J.t~!. Car·~lir~~. :')trler the.n t:~l~:~ ifr~nediate 808.st.
the ceramics. Examples collected from the disturbed areas were very small
check stamped, simple stamped, plain, and various complicated stamped
sherds, and one small sherd that appeared to be incised. The auger test in
the dark midden produced a number of plain sherds, smoothed inside and out,
and a rim sherd of the same type "loTi th a scalloped rim. Diagnostic 1ithics
are represented by small triangular arrow points. The bone has not been
identified at this time.
A site covering such a large area probably has cultural components
other than vToodland/Nississippian. In a shallow site such as this, the
components could be co-mingled if the site has ever been cultivated. This
could not be determined with the limited amount of testing. However, the
midden area seems to be deep enough to be relatively undisturbed, or at
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2. Artifacts from Site 38UN213·
unidentified bone, probably deer;
various surface treatments of prehistoric ceramics;
freshwater mussel shell. The artifacts shown above in
columns A andB were taken from areas previously disturbed
by someone digging for fishing worms or possibly collec-
tors collecting artifacts. The mussel shell shown in







enough to justify an effort to place it on the National Register. Properly
excava ted, this midden should produce good radiocarbon 14 dates, firmly
establishing the proper chronological plaqement of the various associated
artifacts. 'ifell-preserved data, beneficial to the study of cuI tigens,





Site 38GR125 is locate~ 5:=~ ~,cca feet above sea level near the sum-
mi t of Caesers Head I,:our:::,~:,- ,~, :::'8 nortl11'i8stern corner of Greenville
County, South Carolina, ~~8 5::e ::85 just north and below [3 Highway 276
near the head~';3.t8rs of t}-!.s ~;~=-:,::~::=;.luda F.~lver a.t the origin of a small
tributary of Coldspring 13:,=.:",:::=-,. _::'::'3 is wi thin the boundaries of Caesars
Head State Park. Access is ::; :c:: s:ong an overgrown loggiLg roae.
This site is called ::':':~':'s :':.:c:~: S::elter and ,-ias recorded by G. L.
Tho:r.as, of Cleveland, So\.~-::::sr:::::.s.. Thoille.s and I visited the site in
October, 1933. This shel tar :'s ss:.:'=ated to be approximately 40 feet in
length, with a depth rangir::g ~~ :.: ~2 feet and ceiling height from 2 to 12
feet. A small spring fo:,::s ':::':.2: a:o'.[8 this shelter and runs over the
eastern edge of the shelter, :;r(;'.-:':':'::.g easily obtainable water. If::ost of
the shelter is dry and well :;::'0:S:::2:::' from the eleme:lts. Humerous large
rockfalls cover the floor. ~::.= =~:::=er in which these are arranged indicate
the shelter may have "beer: ~:)=-=',i':-.S.: larger before the collapse of these
rocks. The shelter has an e~r:~e::. ~:oor and this collapsed rock Ray offer
considerable protection to t~= ~r2~:'s~cric occupation area below it.
Thomas had collected s-=';-=:::':=:': :;rsr.istoric artifacts from the shelte..... on
a previo'J.s visit. The arti:::.: :s::::::::sisted of hra hanunersto.'C.es, one small
quartz triangular biface, <:.::. :::=.r::; .:_:::,o:1.9.ic notched biface, also of Cluartz,
hm dozen small sherds, e.,.:' :;:::ssible mortars or grinding stones.
During my visit to the sr,el :er '.-:..:~ ::::'homas, several ceramic sherds .fere
collected alO1"ig .vi th a r.um.cer::~~·.:::,r:z flakes, a quartz unifacial scraper,
and several broken pieces of €le.ss :a:,s (Fig. 3). This glass is apparently
associated with a liquor st:':': :~::~ ~';st above the rock shelter. I cannot
determine the age of tte 1'2:.::.:::.::',.2 :: :~e still but it apparently "Ias not in
operation for ms.ny ye2.rs. :::::s :;nsi'ole the rock shelter _ms used for
storage of supplies to cake - __ ~_w_ or perhaps store the finished pro-
- .'--,--"'---,,.-. roc~-efa2.1 in
-.:"-i., ...,;. -.' .. ~...- ........
o:f
Perhaps the best argues:::: :0r ;:acing this site on the National Regis-
ter is its potential for co::::a:'::::':::'5 datable organic materials representing
the Early and/or Middle Ar::::a:'c ;2:'ici in the Piedmont, Blue Ridge region
of South Carolina. To my k~:~1~:'g9 ~o radiocarbon 14 dates have been ob-
tained for these cultural p:-:"::::'s ::::. t:-,is region. If such datable material
is to be found, it will alsos~ c9r:ainly have to be in some such sheltered,
well-protected environcent S~8~ as t::is rock shelter.
Although this site is c::: sta-:e property, it
land that . is now under de';91c:;:=9I:. t, A large
Estates, has been created 0~:7 a :e~ hundred yards
soon be covered ~~th hoses ar:.i :::0:e::::ia1 finders of
is inevitable, if the site ~s ~0: ~=o:ected.
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is adjacent to private
subdivision, Cliffside
away and the area will
the site, Some damage
0 ,
~b & _i0 5 eM.
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3. Artifacts fro~ Site 38GR125.
prehistoric ceramic sherds, plain;
quartz debris; the piece in lower right
biface fragment;
probable 20th century glass;
from broken ,jBl'S 01' jugs used
to be
...
All of these artifac ts 1·'81'e found in the interior of a rock





Site 381A144 lies on the east bank of the Ca taivba River just north of
the mouth of "'[axha'·T Creek in Lancaster County, South Carolina. It is
located on a relatively high hill overlooking rapins in the river. Hun-
dreds of acres of surrounding land have recently ceen cleared for refor-
estation, including the site. The site has not been destroyed by this land
clearing, although some disturbance has taken place. This site is multi-
component with both Hiddle and Late Archaic artifacts being foud as '1oiell
as \'!oodland period artifacts. Most of these are thinly scattered over the
surrounding hill. This area is very eroded and has thin soil. Within this
area, there is a small site that is quite unique for the Piedmont. This is
a dark-soiled midden with a dense component of well-preserved bone, ceram-
ics, lithic material, and a considerable quantity of mussel shell. This
midden, unlike the surrounding portions of the site, apparently represents
a single cultural component. Ceramics taken from the midden are predomi-
nantly simple stamped pottery sherds. One prehistoric ceramic pipe frag-
ment "YTaS found. Diagnostic li thics are represented by small triangular
points. \'Then the shell midden ioTaS auger tested, several dozen shell beads
and a considerable number of fragmented bones "YTere discovered at the 18-
inch level. The test was discontinued at this point to prevent further
damage to a probable burial.
Considering the poor condition of the surrounding area from the stand-
point of erosion and land alteration due to more recent human land uses,
the midden itself is in fairly good condition. It is some,,,hat exposed and
vulnerable to looting. A fel1 small potholes have already been dug in the
midden. I do not think this will be a problem in the future as the land-
o'\mer has put a gate across the only entrance road and it is a very long
walk to the site other-;dse. The real danger is 15 to 20 years in the
future when it "Till be time to clear the land again and replant it. The
site cannot survive many of these clearir.g operations. Each time this
rrocess is repeated the integrity and potential kno'\fledge to be gained from
thif-~ site TtTiJ.l dj.nli.ni8~1 drastic-!3.11y. To fl1y mo~·j18dge, this site is l~niqu~
0:1 th9 C·qtc:'·Tbct-':T?,teree River system, and quito possibly a lat8 Siouan/
Ce.ta-:·rba ,,.-illage site. If this possible Catavi"b:J. associatiort carl be s·u"G-
f::::.~_nt-i_-:lted it ~--;01.l1d orler a__c~ outBte.!.\dir:.g oprortunits'" to stl~Jy earlier
out proof of a Gata-:·;·o:i. associ.:itio!l, the site is still e:(~;~.cSI:19lJ- vaJ.1..:.~~.bl~:;
for research. Well-preserved prehistoric faunal and probable floral
remains are practically nonexistent in the Piedmont region of South Caro-
lina. \fuen found, this info rmation can add greatly to our limited know-
ledge of dietary habits of the aborigines of a particular period, the use
of bone in tool assemblages, and the skeketal stature of a ps.rticular
people. A reasonably accurate chronological niche can be established by








4. Artifacts from Site 38LA144.
unidentified bone;
fresh,mter mussel shell (top); quartz biface (middle);
quartz core (bottom);
triangular point (top left); ceramic pipestem (top right);
ceramic sherds (middle); shell beads (below pipestem);
quartz hasmerstone (bottOffi). The quartz bifacG, triengu-








Th8 acquisitton oft:l-';.::; value of s.n:r collectiol"'.. for res92.. rcn plir-poses.
Perhap;:; the most important contribution of the survey has not been
analyzing artifacts and recording sites, but creating a more conscientious
c\JIJ.0ctor, by 8(;1~ooling him j_D ''lays of recording his artifacts and ac-
e] -,.l.t ~~~i.~g si te (::~ -Sa.. His peTS :)?,L3.1 01;se rve. tioy:s ace. l~no'!"[ledg2 of the lo~al
:.J.r2~1 d..re :LffiI.C:-::S8, cO!ltI'i'buti~;s i.mportar:t d:;lt3. tbs.t i:r.Yil8s_8urablj- e11har:..G!~s
:i..~;ll'GrGant if ~\-e &1'8 tQ re2.p tr18 cal1.;;-;:i-cs of good I'88SarcL collections i~~
the future. It is professional archeologists ',ho must take the lead in
transforming curious collectors into advocational archeologists. Both will
ultimately benefit from these labors or suffer from lack thereof. Who can
know the archeological resources of an area better than the person who
lives there and has an interest in knoNing such things?
The survey comes to an er:d once again'. \'ihether this i'lill be permaner.t
or temporary is inconclusive at present. Either way the value of such a
survey has b8e~1 demonstrated. During the t!lird phase of the survey .an
addi tiona1 65 collections vrere analyzed and added to the Institute files.
Added to the previously recorded 191 collections, "e nOH have on file at
least some reliable data from every county in South Carolina. viliile there
are still many sites cissocia ted Hi til these collections t.hat have not been
record.ed at present, and others that will continue to be found by collec-
tors, an impressive number of sites were recorded. During the third pha8~
163 new sites were added to the 401 recorded in previous surveys. Four of
these sites are exceptional and have been discussed individnally in the
preceding pages. Each one has certain qualities and possibilities for
research seldom found in prehistoric sites in South Carolina. Properly
managed, they can add significantly to our knowledge of the state's prehis-
toric aborigines. These sites should be particularly valuable in obtaining
radiocarbon 14 dates. Relatively feofT sites have yielded datable organic
material, leaving the chronological place~ent of associated artifacts SOB8-
i'ihat conjecture.L These sites have the potential to alleviate this prob-
lem, at least in regards to the cultures represented by them. As such, it
is imperative they receive protection lUJ.til such time as their potential
can be fully maximized. Their placeBent on the National Register would do
m~ch to assure this. One additional artifact collection was donated to the
Institute. This brings the total number of collections donated, as a
result of the survey, to 11, representing several thousand artifacts. Some
of these have already been put to use by unde~graduate students here at the
University of South Carolina. Several senior and masters theses have been




A questionnaire was sent to 83 muse~ss throughout the east and
midl·:estern United States seeking inforr;;ation. about collections of India!'..
artifacts of South Carolina origin that they might hold. Hopefully, this
would open up another potential source of research material particularly if
some of these collections proved to be of early origin. This might help us
to better understp.nd the kinds of artifacts that might be missing fro",
collections of today. Forty-eight replies have been received w"ith more
expected to come. Thirty-four museums indicated they had no South Carolin~
artifacts. Fourteen have collections from South Carolina. Twelve of these
have collections with some degree of provenience information. Those muse-
ums with South Carolina material are agreeable to allow their collection3
to be researched. Three indicated they might donate material to the Insti-
tute of Archeology and Anthropology here at the University of South Caro-
lina.
A sample of the letter and a list of the museu~sfollow.
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
COLUMBIA. S. C. 29208
INSTITUTE OF ARCHEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
(803) 777-8170
Curator, Archeology:
In an effort to gather information about South Carolina artifact
collections that have left the state, I am inquiring to museums nation-
wide to assess the amount of material originally from South Carolina
that has been donated or curated in museums throughout the country.
I would like to enlist your aid in this venture. .
I am currently surveying privately held Indian artifact collections
in South Carolina. This survey is funded by a Historic Preservation
Grant from the United States Department of Interior under the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966, through the South Carolina Department
of Archives and History. }~tching funds are provided by the Institute
of Archeology and Anthropology, University of South Carolina. The
primary objectives of the survey are: (1) to determine what classes of
artifacts have been removed fron prehistoric sites, document these data,
and record the associated sites; (2) to set up a file containing infor-
mation on ,,,hat has been collected, ,,,here this 1TI2teYial was collected}
who presently holds the collection and if these collectioils are available
for future research.
ir~18 sur"\72.:/ has TE:"t.t€:2.lec.l that <3 c:on.sider;:.b12 nUffips·~ of prehistoric
artifact: collections have been removed from So:.ttn Carolina. Hany of
these are now in private collections throughout the country. Others
are now housed in museums in many states. There is no way to estimate
the number of artifacts represented by this exodus. Based on contacts
with present-day collectors and research of old newspaper articles the
volume must be tremendous. The collections amassed years ago are of
particular interest. ~fuen these can be located they often reveal an
artifact assemblage much different than those being collected today.
Two hundred years of cultivation have not been kind to the larger and
more fragile artifacts that were once common. The collections being
analyzed ~hroughout South Carolina during the survey are giving us a
much better data base with which to research our prehistoric past than
The University of South Carolina: USC Aiken; USC Salkehatchi". AII~ndale;USC Beaufort; USC Columbia; Coastal
















collected in South Carolina?
Tommy Charles
Asst. Archeologist
photograph, and obtain records of you;: South Carolina Indian
The Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University of South
COMMENTS:
(3) Can it be arranged for an Institute archeologist to visit, analyze,
(1) Do you have prehistoric Indian artifact collections that w'ere
(2) Do you know the provenience of these artifacts?
-----------------------------------
Please fill o~t the questionnaire below and return it to Tommy
Charles, Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University of South
Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina, 29208. Your help is greatly
appreciated. }ry sincere thanks for your cooperation in this matter.
we would otherwise have. Collections held by meseu~s can add signi-





Peabody Museum of Natural History
P. O. Box 6666
llew Haven, CT 06511
Explorers Hall
National Geographic Society
17th & M Sts., NW
Washington, DC 20036
National Museum of American History
14th St., and Constitution Ave.,
N.H.
Washington, DC 20560
U.S. Dept. of the Interior Museum
18th and C Streets, N.W.
Washington, DC 20240
Emory University Nuseum of Art
& Archaeology
Carlos Hall, Kilgo Circle
Emory University
Atlanta, GA 30322




Corner Spring & Edwards Sts.
S~ri~gfield, IL 62706
Ga~ E~ 8th Street








8 N. r1ain St.
Attleboro, I~ 02703
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Grand Rapids Public Museum
54 Jefferson
Grand Rapids, NI 49503
The Hagley Museum
P. O. Box 3630 Greenville
Wilmington, DE 19807
Indian Arts and Cr~fts Board
18th & C Sts., Rm: 4004
U.S. Dept. of the Interior
Washington, DC 20006
Smithsonian Institution
1000 Jefferson Dr., S.W.
Tdashington, DC 20560
Muse~~ of Archaeology
100ASo. New River Dr.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33301
Field Museum of Natural History
Roosevelt Rd. at Lake Shore Dr.
Chicago, IL 60605
Burpee Museum of Natural History
813 N. !'lain St.
Rockford, IL 61103
Euseum of Natural History
University of Illinois





Robert S. Peabody Foundation
for Archeology
P. O. Box 71
Corner of Phillips & Nain Sts.
Andover, }~ 01810
'.
'. Peabody MUS9um of Archaeologyand Ethnology
11 Divinity Ave.
Cambridge, }~ 02138
Museum of Science & Natural History
Oak Knoll Park
St. Louis, NO 63105




P. O. Box 540
Newark, NJ 07101
New Jersey State Museum











415 E. \vater St.
Elmira, NY 14901
?ort Ed~;ard Historical AS2Gciation
F. O. Box 106
79th St. & Central Park West
New York, 1~ 10024
Museums of The Oysterponds
Historical Society
Village Lane, Orient
Long Island, ~IT 11957

















Jersey City, NJ 07302
The New Jersey Historical Society
230 Broadway
Newark, NJ 07104
Seton Hall University Nuseum
S. Orange Ave.
South Orange, 1ff 07079








Aurora Historical Society, lnc~
5 So. Grove St.
East- i\u~cora, NY 14052
Box 6, R.D. 1
Fonda, NY 12068
DeWitt Historical Society of
Tompkins Co.
116 N. Cayuga St.
Ithaca, NY 14850
Museum of the American Indian,
Heye Foundation
Broadway at 155th St.




Ossining Historical Society Museum
196 Croton Ave.
Ossining, lIT 10562
N.Y. State Archeological Assoc.
Rochester Museum & Science Center
657 East Ave., Box 1480
Rochester, NY 14603
Schenectady Co. Historical Society
32 Washington Ave.
Schenectady, NY 12305
Old Stone Ft. Museum and Wm. W.
Badgley Historical Museum
N. Main st. '
Schoharie, ~~ 12157
History Center & Museum
Main and Portage Sts.
P. O. Box 7
Westfield, NY 14787
N. C. Museum of History
109 E. Jones St.
Raleigh, Ne 27611



















The ~orth Museum of Franklin and
~arshall College




33rd and Spruce Sts.
Philadelphia, PA 19104
Wyo~ing Historical and Geological
Society
49 s. Franklin St.
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701
Haffenreffer Museum of Anthropology
Nt. Hope Grant
Bristol, RI 02809
Rhode Island Historical Society
52 Paller St.
Providence, RI 02906
Roger Williams Park Museum
Roger Williams Park
Providence, RI 02905





P. O. Box 27647
Pal2~gh, ~c 27650
: ..8:....- ~:9..n.0~:·,=r CO'J.~n.t:T I~·Ius8ura
3i,::' ="0',';:2''; St.





Columbus t OH 43211
Dayton Museum of Natural History






P. O. Box 1026
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Hershey Euseum of American IJife
P. O. Box 170
Hershey, PA 17033
Atwater Kent Museum
15 S. 7th St.
Philadelphia, PA 19143
Carnegie HuseuITl of Natural History
4400 Forbes Ave.
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
Lycoming Co. Historical Society
and Nuseum
858 "1'/. 4th St.
Williamsport, PA 17701
Museum of Primitive Culture
604 Kingsto;m Rd.
Peace Dale, RI 02883
Rhode Island State Archives
State House, Smith St •
Providence, RI 02903
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C. H. Nash Museum-Chucalissa





The Sheldon Art Museum, Archaeo-
logical & Historical Society
P. O. Box 126
Middlebury, VT 05753
Dodge Co. Historical Society Museum
127 Spring St.








800 1'/. l'lells St.
Milwaukee, WI 53233
,
·r Ossining Historical Society Museum
196 Croton Ave.
Ossining, lIT 10562
N.Y. State Archeological Assoc.
Rochester Museum & Science Center
657 East Ave., Box 1480
Rochester, NY 14603
Schenectady Co. Historical Society
32 Washington Ave.
Schenectady, NY 12305
Old Stone Ft. Museum and Wm. W.
Badgley Historical Museum
N. Main St. .
Schoharie, NY 12157
Historf Center & Museum
Main and Portage Sts.
P. O. Box 7
Westfield, lIT 14787
N. C. Museum of History
109 E. Jones St.
Raleigh, NC 27611




















The Korth Museum of Franklin and
~arshall College




33rd and Spruce Sts.
Philadelphia, PA 19104
WyoI~ng Historical and Geological
Society
49 S. Franklin St.
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701
Haffenreffer Museum of Anthropology
Nt. Hope Grant
Bristol, RI 02809
Rhode Island Historical Society
52 PO-iler St.
Providence, RI 02906
Roger Williams Park Muse~~
Roger Williams Park
Provide~ce, RI 02905




~1. c. State iJ1useU!H
P. O. Box 27647
P'''''-2=-g''l, ~;c 27650





















PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBIT OF ARTIFACTS







Stone Axe Found in Coastal Waters, Note Barnicles











.. 11'& • 1
Steatite Pipe, Possibly Adena
-..._... ,._~'!It.-_.' ......
4f~~~1;t:1
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Bird Effigy, Carved from Steatite
..... flat .. 4! .. lUI .1
\ . ~
Turtle Effigy, Carved from Fossil Shell, Daufuskie Island,
South Carolina
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Pickens County, Gauley Falls Area
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Unidentified Marking on Rock,






Unidentified harking on Rock, Pickens County, Gauley Falls Area
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